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Design History 
This is a brief explanation of the history of this document. 

Version 1.0 [21/4/2012] 

During the initial brainstorming stage we came up with a simple design for this game, where 
we wanted a drag and drop game for the digital stage production. The game concept was 
simple, where there is a time limit for players to play this game and seats will be 
represented by colors and shapes. 
We also discuss about the different types of class seating variations for the combos that we 
wanted. 

Version 1.1[7/5/2012] 

During the second update we added new ideas for the game and also talk about how the 
gameplay should look like. 

- Lumine’s gameplay style, where the air-steward goes through the rolls to clear the 
customers. 

- We removed the idea of seats representation due to the fact that we have shape 
representation in our initial ideas. Hence, having both would be a rather difficult 
combination to work out. 

- Talk about clearing combo customers would allow player to gain extra points. 

Version 1.2[15/5/2012] 

In the 3rd update we then included new feature such as, having different groups of people to 
get into rage mode at different timing. As we felt that this would enhance the excitement 
aspect of the games more, challenging player to make fast and right decision. 

Version 2.0[17/5/2012] 

During the 4th updates, we realise that the game cannot be played in digital style and decided to 
come up with an analogue version of rule. 

-  We manage to change the rules for the air-steward to come out on turn base, as such 
the air-steward will only come out every 5 turn to clear each row. 

- We also created a way for us to keep track of the customer’s rage mode through the 
card. 

- Sadly we did not find a solution to keep track of the score and rows for now. 

Version 2.1[18/5/2012] 

After conducting a playtest for this stage, we made some changes to the game. 



- We manage to implement a new rule for the game, whereby players are allowed to pass 
a turn if he/she is out of move or decides to wait for opportunity. 

- We created counters for players to keep track of customers’s rage and the number of 
turns for the air-stewards to come out. 

- We also manage to find a way to calculate the colors combo score, where if similar 
colors are placed side by side additional 2 points will be allocated. 

 

 

 

GAME OVERVIEW 
Game Concept 

Using the pattern obtain from the deck of cards, player has to form pattern 
using the human piece to place onto the playing board and clear as many rows 
of customers as possible. 

Game Genre 

Ready Check Boom! Is a simple turn based board game. Gaining points requires 
good reasoning skill and good observational skills where player would have to 
plan their moves wisely while keeping track of the “rage” counts on the cards.  

Target Audience 

Ready Check Boom! Is a game suitable for casual gamers from all age groups, 
with the cute 2D design the game is playable for both kids and adults. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Gameplay and Mechanics 
 

Gameplay 

Objective 
In Ready Check Boom! , the main objective is to score as much points as 
possible through clearing a completed row.  While aiming to complete a row, 
only by placing similar color types next to each other will there be score 
awarded to players! Plan ahead to avoid losing customer cards, as players only 
have up to 3 chances of losing customer cards. 
 
Game Progression 
The game becomes more challenging as player’s try to fill up the seats, while 
the air-stewards come out every alternate 5 rounds to clear away the 
“customers”. Players have to plan carefully their target seats in order to 
achieve points for clearing a row of customers! 
 
Mechanics 

Start Game 

- At every starting game player has to draw 4 cards and place them onto the 
“walking zone” 

- Each time a customer card is used, that is consider a one turn and player 
will have to follow the exact pattern on the card to place the customer 
piece onto the board. 

-  Every Anger count is added when one turn is over, when all the anger 
count is flipped the player is force to lose the card and 1life is deducted 
from the life. 

- Player cannot lose up to 3 customer card 
- Every alternate 5 turns the air-steward comes out and clear the rows, 

seats uncompleted or customers not pair with similar types will remain until 
it is paired up. 

- Player has to flip the air-steward counter at every end turn. 
- Air-Steward clears rows every turn and only appear again on the board 

when all 5 counter is flipped. 

Scoring 

- Points will only be awarded to player when similar colors are placed side by side 



- Points will not be awarded to player when customer pieces are not placed next to the 
same type. 

End Game 

- A game is officially over when player loses 3 customers or either having no 
more customer cards left in the deck. 

 

Players take turns to compete for score, at the end of two game players with the 
highest score wins the game. 
 
 
 
Appendix 

Rulebook : 
ReadyCheckBoom(R

uleBook).doc  
 
 

Playtest report : 
Playtest 

Report(Steward).doc
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